GumaTech

Re-Conditioners of Separators and Heat Exchangers

Guma Tech Marine Services

Mumbai Unit
Guma Tech Marine Services
Leading Stockists & reconditioners of used ships' spares.
mumbai unit specializes in separators and Heat Exchangers

WORKSHOP FACILITIES

LATHE

MILLING

BOWL BALANCING

DRILLING

CALIBRATION INSTRUMENTS
HEAT EXCHANGER

☑ All types of Heat Exchangers Reconditioned.
☑ Fully dismantled - Plates Steam cleaned & Plates checked for deformities.
☑ Assembled with new Gaskets.
☑ Pressure Tested.

GumaTech
Re-Conditioners of Separators and Heat Exchangers
SEPARATORS:

- Reconditioning of Alfa Laval, Mitsubishi and Westfalia separators’ for Marine, Dairy, Beverage, Oil industries.
- Completely dismantled, all parts shot blasted, Checked & reconditioned to manufacturers’ specifications.
- Bowl checked for balancing & milled if required.
- All parts assembled with new spares, wherever required & fully painted.
- Run on Test bench for 12hrs to 24 hrs.
DAIRY SEPARATOR

SEPARATORS ON TEST BED

GumaTech
Re-Conditioners of Separators and Heat Exchangers
SEPARATORS WHILE TESTING

DAIRY SEPARATOR BOWL

DISMANTLED BOWL

BOWL BODY

BOWL DISC
MUMBAI WORKS:
B-1, SANIYA IND ESTATE, KAMAN BHIWANDI ROAD, OPP SAGAR HOTEL, VASAI - 401 208, DIST THANE.

MUMBAI OFFICE:
409, PALM SPRING CENTER, MALAD LINK ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 064. • TEL : +91-22-28446301
FAX : +91-22-28446302

HEAD OFFICE:
221, MADHAV DARSHAN, WAGHAWADI ROAD, BHAVNAGAR- 364 002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
TEL : +91 278 242 7398 • FAX : +91 278 242 8120

E-mail: info@gumatech.com • purifiers@gumatech.com • URL: www. gumatech.com